Minnesota Rules:Amendments and Additions
NOTICE: How to Follow State Agency Rulemaking in the State Register
TheState Register is the ofitcial source, and only complete listing, for all state agency rulemaking in its various stages. State agencies are
required to publish notice of their rulemaking action in theState Register.Published every Monday, the State Register makes it easy to follow and
participate in the important rulemaking process. Approximately 75 state agencies have the authority to issue rules. Each agency is assigned specific
Minnesota Rule chapter numbers. Every odd-numbered year the Minnesota Rulesare published. This is a ten-volume bound collection of all
adopted rules in effect at the time. Supplements are published to update this set of rules. Proposed and adopted emergency rules do not appear in this
set because of their short-term nature, but are published in the State Register.
If an agency seeks outside opinion before issuing new rules or rule amendments, it must publish a NOTICE OF INTENT TO SOLICIT
OUTSIDE OPINION in the Official Notices section of theState Register.When rules are first drafted, state agencies publish them as Proposed
Rules, along with a notice of hearing, or notice of intent to adopt rules without a hearing in the case of noncontroversial rules. This notice asks for
comment on the rules as proposed. Proposed emergency rules and withdrawn proposed rules are also published in the State Register. After proposed
rules have gone through the comment period, and have been rewritten into their final form, they again appear in theState Register as Adopted
Rules. These final adopted rules are not printed in their entirety in the State Register,only the changes made since their publication asProposed
Rules. To see the full rule, as adopted and in effect, a person simply needs two issues of the State Register, the issue the rule appeared in as proposed, and later as adopted. For a more detailed description of the rulemaking process, see the Minnesota Guidebook to State Agency Services.
TheState Registerfeatures partial and cumulative listings of rules in this section on the following schedule: issues 1-13 inclusive; issues 14-25
inclusive; issue 26, cumulative for issues 1-26; issues 27-38 inclusive; issue 39, cumulative for 1-39; issues 40-51 inclusive; and issue 52. cumulative
for 1-52. An annual subject matter index for rules appears in August. For copies of the State Register, a subscription, the annual index, the
Minnesota Rulesor theMinnesota Guidebook to State Agency Services, contact the Print Communications Division, 117 University Avenue,
St.
Paul, MN 55155 (612) 297-3000 or toll-free in Minnesota 1-800-657-3757.
* All page numbers with an asterisk represent pages that were incorrectly used in State RegisterVol. 20 Issue 42- IS April 1996 and Vol.20
Issue 43 - 22 April 1996. Pages were not numbered in correct sequential order resulting in page numbers 2241 - 2314 being used twice in Vol 20.
Because rule cites include the month, day and year of the notice, these page numbers will-be left as they are. Correct numbering was resumed with
page 2441 of Vol. 20 #4420 April, 1996.

Vol. 20 issues 1-52 Cumulative Index
Accountancy Board
1100.0100; .1300; .2500; .3550; .3600 (proposed)
1100.0100; .1300; .3600 (adopted)

855

2033

Administration Dept
1215.1400 (adopted)
303
1300.2400; .2900; .6300; 1305.0305; .0308; .03 10; .0904;
.1202; .1704; 1315.0200; 1325.1100 (proposed)
1509
1300.2400; .2900; .6300; 1305.0305; .0308; .03 10; .0904; .1202;
1704; 1315.0200; 1325.1100 (adopted)
2290* (No.43 04-22-96)
1310.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600;
.1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400;
.2500; .2600; .2700; .2800; .2900; .3000; .3100; .3200;
.3300; .3400; .3500; .3600; .3700; .3800; .3900; .4000;
.9000; .9100; .9200; .9300; .1000; .1100, s.4,5; 1325.1200;
.1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .1900; .2000;
.2 100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800;
.2900; .3000; .3 100; .3200; .3300; .3400; .3500; .3600;
.9000; .9100; .9200; .9300; .9400; .9500 (proposed repealer)
1509
1310.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
.l000;.IlOO; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600;.1700; .1800;
.1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400;2500; .2600; .2700;
.2800; .2900; .3000; .3 100; .3200; .3300; .3400; .3500; .3600;
.3700; .3800; .3900; .4000; .9000; .9 100; .9200; .9300;
1325,1000; .1100;, s.4,5; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600;
.1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500;
.2600; .2700; .2800; .2900; .3000; .3 100; .3200; .3300; .3400;
.3500; .3600; .9000; .9 100; .9200; .9300; .9400;
.9500 (repealed)
2290* (No. 43 04-22-96)
1340.0100; .1 102; .1 103; .1104; .1 105; .1106; .1 107; .1110; .1 120;
.1130; .1140; .1150; .1155 .1160; .1170; .1 180; .1 190; . 1200;
.1210; .1220; .1230; .1240 (adopted)
1991
1340.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
.1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .1900;
.9000; .9 100; .9200; .9300; .9400; .9500; .9600; .9700; .9800;
.9900 (repealed)
1991
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1360.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0800; .0900; .1300; .1500;
.1600; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800; .3400;
.3500; .3600 (proposed)
1514
1360.0100, si; .0200; s.3,4,9,lO,1 1,17,18; .0600; .0900, s.2,3,5,6;
.1700; .1900;, s.2; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2900; .2910; .3000;
.3 100; s.l,2; .3200; .3300; .3400; .3500; .3600, s.2
(proposed repealer)
1514
1360.0100; .0300; .0400; .0800; .0900; .1300; .1500; .1600; .1800;
.1900; .2000; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800; .3400; .3500; .3600
(adopted)
2290* (No. 43 04-22-96)
1360.0100, sI; .0200,3,4,9,10,11,17,18; .0600; .0900, s.2,3,5,6;
.1700; .1900, s.2; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2900; .2910;
.3000; P.3 100;, s.1,2; .3200; .3300; .3400; .3500;
.3600, s.2 (repealed)
2290* (No. 43 04-22-96)
1361.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500 (proposed)
1514
1361.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500 (adopted)... 2290* (No.4304-22-96)

Administrative Hearings Office
1400.0200; .0250; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0850; .0900; .0950; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1500; .0200; .0300;
.0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1100; .1200;
.1300; .1400; .9900; .9905; .9910; .9913; .9916; .9920; .9925;
.9930; .9935; .9940; .9945; .9946; .995 1; .9955; .9960
(proposed repealer)
1400.0200; .0250; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0850; .0900; .0950; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1500; .0200;
.0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000;
.1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .9900; .9905; .9910; .9913;
.9916; .9920; .9925; .9930; .9935; .9940; .9945; .9946;
.9951; .9955; .9960 (repealed)
1400.2000; .2010; .2020; .2030; .2040; .2050; .2060; .2070;
.2080; .2090; .2100; .2110; .2200; .2210; .2220; .2230; .2240;
.2300; .23 10; .2400; .2450; .2500; .25 10; .2520; .2530; .2540;
.2550; .2560 (proposed)
1400.2000; .2010; .2020; .2030: .2040; .2050; .2060; .2070;
.2080; .2090; .2100; .2110; .2200; .2210; .2220; .2230;
.2240; .2300; .23 10; .2400; .2450; .2500; .2520; .2530;
.2540; .2550; .2560 (adopted)
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2058

1012

2058

(CITE20 S.R. 2732)
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Agriculture Department
1505.0754; .0756; .0758 (adopted)
63
1505.0980; .1100 (adopted)
759
1505.4000; .4010; .4020; .4030; .4040; .4050; .4060; .4070;
.4080;.4l30(adopted)
468
1510.0480; .0490; .0500; .05 10; .0520; .0530; .0540; .0550;
.0560; .0570; .0580; .0590; .0600; .0610; .0620; .0630; .0640;
.0650; .0660; .0670; .0680: .0685; .0690; .0700: .07 10; .0720;
.0730; .0740; .0750; .0760; .0770; .0780; .0790; .0800; .08 10;
.0820; .0830; .0840; .0850; .0860; .0870; .0880: .1100; .1110;
.1120: .1130; .1140; .1150; .1160: .1170: .1180: .1190; .1200:
.1210; .1220; .1230; .1240; .1250; .1260; .1270; .1280; .1290;
.1300; .1310; .1320; .1330; .1340; .1350; .1360; .1370; .1380;
.1390:1400; .1410; .1420; .1430; .1440; .1450; .1460; .1470;
.1480; .1490; .1500; .1510: .1520; .1530; .1540; .1550; .1560;
1570; .1580: .1590: . 1600: . 1610; . I 620: 1630.: . 1640; . 1650:
.1660; .1670: .1680; .1690; .1700; .1710; .1720; .1730; .1740;
.1750; .1760; .1770; .1780; .1790; .1800; .1810; .1820; .1830;
.1840; .1850: .1860; .1870; .1880; .1890; .1900: .1910; .1920
(proposed repealer)
1521
1513.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0100; .0110; .0120; .0130:
.0140: .0150; .0160: .0170; .0180; .0190; .0200; .0210; .0220;
.0230; .0300; .03 10; .0320; .0330; .0340; .0350; .0360; .0370;
.0380: .0400; .04 tO; .0420; .0430; .0440; .0450; .0460; .0470;
.0480; .0490; .0500; .0600; .0610; .0620; .0630; .0640; .0700;
.07 10; .0720; .0730; .0740; .0750; .0760; .0770; .0780; .0790;
.0800; .08 10; .0820; .0830; .0900; .0910; .0920; .0930; .1000;
.1010; .1020: .1030:1040; .1050; .1060; .1070; .1100
(proposed)
1521
1558.0020; .0030; .0040; .0050: .0060; .0070; .0080 (adopted)
1037
1560.8800 (proposed)
1426
1650.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0045; .0055; .0065; .0067;
.0070 (proposed repealer)
1549
1650.00 10; .0020; .0020; .0040; .0045; .0055;
.0065; .0067; .0070 (repealed)
2251* (No.42 04-15-96)
1650.0011; .0021; .0031; .0041:0046; .0056; .0066; .0068;
.0071 (proposed)
1549
1650.0011; .0021; .0031:0041; .0046:0056;
.0066:0068; .0071 (adopted)
2251* (No.4204-15-96)
1650.0500; .05 10; .0520: .0530; .0540; .0550; .0560; .0570
(proposed repealer)
1553
1650.0500; .05 10; .0520; .0530; .0540; .0550;
.0560: .0570 (repealed)
2251* (No.4204-15-96)
1650.0501; .0511; .052!: .0531; .0541; .0551;
.0561; .0571 (proposed)
1553
1650.0501; .0511; .0521; .053!; .0541; .0551;
.0561; .0571 (adopted)
2251 * (No. 4204-15-96)
1650.0600; .06 10; .0620; .0630; .0640; .0650;
.0660 (proposed repealer)
1560
1650.0600; .0610; .0620; .0630; 0640; .0650; .0660 (repealed)
2427
1650.0601; .0611:0621; .0661 (proposed)
1560
1650.0601; .0611; .0621; .0661 (adopted)
2427
1651.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070;
.0080; .0090; .0100 (proposed repealer)
1565
1651.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070;
.0080; .0090; .0100 (repealed)
2251* (No.42 04-15-96)
1651.0011; .0021; .0031; .0041:0051; .0061; .0071;
.0081; .0091; .0101 (proposed)
1565
1651.0011; .0021.0031; .0041; .0051; .0061; .0071;
.0081:0091: .0101 (adopted)
2251* (No.4204-15-96)
1653.0010: .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080;
.0090; .0100; .0110 (proposed repealer)
1571
1653.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080;
.0090; .0 100; .0110 (repealed)
2427
.

(CITE 20 S.R. 2733)

1653.0011:0021; .0031:0041; .0051:0061; .0071:0081;
.009l;.O101;.0Ill (proposed)
1571
1653.0011; .002!; .0031; .0041; .0051; .006!; .007!; .008!;
.0091;.0I0l;.011l (adopted)
2427
1655.00 10; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080;
.0090; .0100 (proposed repealer)
1575
1655.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080;
.0090; .0100 (repealed)
2427
1655.0011; .0021:0031; .004!; .005!: .0061:0071; .0081;
.0091; .0l0l(proposed)
1575
1655.0011; .0021:0031; .0041; .0051:006!; .0071; .0081;
.0091:0101 (adopted)
2427* (No.4304-22-96)
1656.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080
(proposed repealer)
1580
1656.00 10; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080
(repealed)
2290* (No. 43 04-22-96)
1656.0011:0021; .003!; .0041; .0051:0061; .0071; .0081;
.0091; .0095: .0100 (proposed)
1580
1656.O0Il;.002l; .0031; .0041; .0051:006!; .0071:0081;
.0091; .0095; .0100 (adopted)
2290* (No.4304-22-96)
Animal Health Board
1719.0100; .0200:0300; .03 10; .0500:0600; .0700; .0750:0800;
.1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1500; .1600:1700; .1800; .1900;
.2000; .2 100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800;
.2900; .3000:3100; .3200:4000:4200; .4250 (proposed)
897
1719.0100; .0200; .0300; .03 10; .0400; .0500; .0600:0700;
.0750:0800; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1500; .1600;
.1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2 tOO; .2200; .2300; .2400;
.2500; .2600; .2700; .2800; .2900; .3000; .3 100; .3200;
.4000; .4200; .4250; (adopted)
2033
1719.0l00, s.8,9; .3250; .4300; .4400; .4500; .4600
(proposed repealer)
897
1719.0100, s.8,9; .3250; .4300; .4400; .4500; .4600 (repealed)
2033

Architecture, Engineering, Land Surveying, Landscape
Architecture, Geoscience, and Interior Design
1800.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0800; .0900; .1000;
.1100:1200; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1900; .2100:2200; .2500;
.2600, .2700; .2800; .2900; .4000, .4 100; .5 100; .5200: .5800
(proposed)
1800.0700; .0900, s.2; .1000, s.8; .1100, s.3; .2000; .2300; .2500,
s.3; .2700,s.4; .2900,s.3; .5700 (proposed repealer)

1863
1863

Arts Board
1900.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
.1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700;.l800;
.1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700;
.2800; .2900; .3000; .3 100; .3200; .3300; .3400; .3500; .3600:
.3700; .3800; .3900; .4000; .4 100; .4200; .4300; .4400; .4500;
.4600; .4700; .4800; .4900; .5000; .5 100; .5200; .5300; .5400;
.5500; .5600; .5700: .5800; .5900 (proposed repealer) 2346
1900.0110; .0210; .0310; .0410; .0510:0610; .0710; .0810; .0910;
.IOIO;.11l0; .1210;.l310;.l4lO; .1510; .1610; .17t0; .1810;
.1910; .2010; .2110; .2210; .2310; .2410; .2510; .2610; .2710;
.2810; .2910; .3010; .3110; .3210; .3310; .3410; .3510; .3610;
.3710; .3810:3910:4010; .4110 (proposed) 2346
Chiropractic Examiners
2500.0100; .0600 (adopted)
1245
2500.0200; .1100; .1110; .1200; .I720;.l900; .2000; .5000
(proposed)
2052
2500.2500,s.2-6,9 (repealed)
1245

Commerce Department
2642.0380 (adopted)
2675.0901; .2 170: .2620 (adopted)
2761.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0700 (adopted)

State Register, Monday 24 June 1996
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168
1925
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2809.0010: .0020; .0030: .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070: .0080;
.0090: .0100; .0110: .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150; .0160; .0170;
.0180: .0190; .0200; .0210; .0220; .0230 (proposed)
2820.3710; .4510; .4610; .4710; .4720: .4915; .6605; .6705;
.6805: .6905; .7005; .7110; .7205; .7305; .7405; .9060;
.9070: (adopted)
2820.4730; .4740: .4910; .6600; .670!; .6801; .6900; .7000;
.7100: .7300; .7400 (repealed)
.

1585

916
916

Petroleum Tank ReleaseCompensation Board
2890.0010:0070:007 I; .0072; .0073; .0074; .0075:0076; .0077;
.0078; .0079; .0080; .0081; .0082; .0083; .0084; .0085; .0086;
.0089: .0090 (adopted)
2890.0075; .0080 (repealed)

227
227

Dentistry Board
3100.0l00;.1150;.l!60;.1700;.1750;.2000(proposed)

1602

3100.0100; .1150; .1160; .1700; .1750; .2000 (adopted)

2623

3100.0100; .2000; .4100; .4200; .4300; .4400; .4500 (proposed)
3100.1300; .8500; .8700 (proposed)
3100.1300; .8500; .8400 (adopted)

1606
1611
2474

3100.1400; .4200; .6300; .7000; .8400; .9300 (proposed)
3100.1400; .4200; .6300; .7000; .8400; .9300 (adopted)

1614
2316

3100.1850, s. 4(proposed repealer)

1614

3100.1850. s.4 (repealed)

2316

3100.2000 (proposed)
3100.2000 (adopted)
3 100.3600; .8700 (proposed)

493
1163
490

3100.3600 (adopted)
3100.4300, s.5,6; .4500;, s.1: .4600 (proposed repealer)

1196
1606

Dietetics and NutritionBoard
3250.0010: .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050 (proposed)
3250.00 10; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050 (adopted)

1288

372

Economic Security
3300.50 10; .5040; .5050; .5060 (adopted)
3300.5010, s.38; .5060, s.la,4,6,8,10 (repealed)

168

3315.0210(adopted)

197

168

Children,families, and Learning Department
3501.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080;
.0090; .0100; .0110; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150; .0160;
.0170; .0180 (proposed)
3501.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080; .0090;
.0100; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150; .0160; .0170; .0180
(adopted)
3510.1700; .2700; .3100; .3300; .3900; 3512.0100; .0300; .0400;
.0500; .0600; .0700; 0800; .1100; .1300; .1600:1700; .2100;
.2300; .3000; .3 100; .3500; .4000; .5000; .5100; 3517.0010;
.0090; .0110; .38 10; .3820 (proposed)
3510.1900; 3517.00 10 s.6, 12,15,17,19,20,24,26,30,33,34,35,36,
38,39,41,42,43,44 (proposed repealer)

961

2375

2739
2739

Public Safety Department
3520.2400; .2500; .2600; .2800; .3 100; .3400 (repealed)

702

DepartmentofTrade and Economic Development
4300.0100; .1200; .1901:2000; .3100(proposed)
1839
4300.0100; .1200; .1901; 2000; 3l00(adopted)... 2254* (No.4204-15-96)
4300.0 100, s. 18,23 (proposed repealer)
1839
4300.0100, s. 18,23 (repealed)
2254* (No. 42 04-15-96)

4300.0100. s.2a renumbered as 4300.0100, s.3a
4300.0 100, s.2a renumbered as s.3a
2254
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1839
(No. 42 04-15-96)

Ethical Practices Board
4500.0100; .0200:0300; .0400: .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900:1000;
.1100; .1200; .1400; .1500: .1600; .1700; .1900; .2000; .2100;
.2200; .2300; .2400; .2500:3.2600; .2700; .2800:3000; .3 100:
.3200; .3300; .3400; .3500: .3600: .3700; .3800; .3900; .4000:
.4300, s. 1,2,4.5; .4400;4505.0l00, sla, 2; .0200; .0200; .0300;
.0400; .0500; .0600; .0800: .0900. s. I; .1000:4510.0100; .0200:
.0300; .0400;, s.I,2; .0600, s.4;.I000; .1200; .1300; .1400;
4515.0100, s.2,4,6,7; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500,s.'2;.0600;
.0800; 4520.0100;. 2,5,7; .0200; .0300; .0600; .0800; 4525.0100.
s.Ia,2,4,7; .0500, s.4 (proposed repealer)
4500.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
.1000; .1100; .1200; .1400;.1500;.1600; .1700; .1900; .2000;
.2 100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800; .3000:
.3 100; .3200; .3300; .3400; .3500; .3600; .3700; .3800; .3900;
.4000; .4300, s.I,2,4,5; .4400:4505.0100, s.Ia,2; .0200; .0300;
.0400; .0500; .0600; .0800; .0900,s.I; .1000:4510.0100;
.0200; .0300:0400, s.l,2; .0600,s.4; .1000; .1200; .1300; .1400;
4515.0I00,s.2,4,6,7; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500, s.2; .0600;
.0800; 4520.0 100, s.2,5,7; .0200; .0300; .0600; .0800;
4525.0100, s.Ia,2,4,7; .0500,s.4 (repealed)
4500.2900 renumbered as 4503.0600
4501.0010; .0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700;
4503.0010; .0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0700; .0800;
.0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600;4505.0010;
.0100; 4510.0010; .0050; 4512.0010; .0100; .0200; .0300; .0400;
.0500; .0600; 4515.00 10; .0 100; .0500; .0700; 4520.00 10; .0 100;
.0400; .0500; .0700;4525.0010; .0100; .0200; .I000(proposed)
4501.0010; .0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700;
4503.0010; .0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0700; .0800;
.0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600;4505.0010;
.0 100;4510.0010; .0050; 4512.00 10; .0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400;
.0500; .0600; 4515.0010; .0100; .0500; .0700; 4520.0010; .0100;
.0400; .0500; .0700; 4525.00 10; .0 100; .0200; .1000 (adopted)
4500.2900 renumbered as 4503.0600
HealthDepartment
4605.7090(adopted)
4620.3000; .3 100; .3200; .3250; .3300; .33 10; .3330; .3340; .3350;
.3410; .3415; .3420; .3425; .3430; .3435; .3440; .3450; .3460;
.3470; .3480; .3559; .3560; .3566; .3567; .3568; .3569; .3570;
.357 1; .3572; .3573; .3575; .3580; .358 1; .3582; .3585; .3592;
.3594; .3596; .3597; .3598; .3702; .3704; .3708; .37 10; .37 14;
.37 16; .37 18; .3720; .3722; .3722; .3724; 4717.7000 (proposed)
4620.3000; .3 100; .3200; .3250; .3300; .33 10; .3330; .3340; .3350;
.3410; .3415; .3420; .3425; .3430; .3435; .3440; .3450; .3460;
.3470; .3480; .3559; .3560; .3566; .3567; .3568; .3569; .3570;
.3571; .3572; .3573; .3575; .3580; .3581; .3582; .3585; .3592;
.3594; .3596; .3597; .3598; .3702; .3704; .3708; .37 10; .37 12;
.3714; .3716; .3718; .3720; .3722; .3724;4717.7000(adopted)
4620.3100, s.2,9, 10,12,15,17,18,22,26,30; .3200, s. 1,6,7; .3400;
.3500; .3600; .3700 (proposed repealer)
4620.3100 s.2,9, 10,12,15,17,18.22,26,30; .3200 s. 1,6,7; .3400;
.3500; .3600; .3700 (repealed)
4651.0100; .0110; .0120; .0150 (proposed)
4651.0100; .0110; .0120; .0150 (adopted)
4651.0100, s.13,17; .0110, s. I (proposed repealer)
4651.0100, s. 13,17; .0110, s. I (repealed)
4652.0100; .0110; .0120; .0140 (proposed)
4652.0100 (adopted)
4655.0010, s.4; .0320; .24 10; .2420; .3900; .4900; .5600; .5700;
.5800; .5900; .6000; .6 100; .6200; .6800; .7600; .7700; .77 10;
.7720; .7730; .7740; .7750; .7760; .7770; .7780; .7790; .8 100;
.9400; .9500; .9600; .9700; .9800; .9900 (repealed)
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1623

2504
1623

1623

2504
2504
858

1633

2765
1633
2765
1427
2405
1427
2405
1030
2185
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46550090; 4658.0010; .0020; .0025; .0045; .0050; .0055; .0060;
.0065; .0070; .0075; .0080; .0085; .0100; .0105; .01 10; .0115;
.0130; .0135; .0140; .0190; .0300; .0350; .0400; .0405; .0420;
.0430; .0435; .0445; .0450; .0455; .0465; .0470; .0490; .0500;
.0505; .0510; .0515; .0520; .0525; .0530; .0580; .0700; .0705;
.0715; .0720; .0725; .0730; .0750; .0800; .0805; .0810; .0815;
.0850; .1300; .1305; .1310; .1315; .1320; .1325; .1335; .1350;
.1360; .1365 (adopted)
4655.0090; .1084; .6500; .7000; .9200; .9210; .9337; .9338; .9339;
.9342; 4658.0010; .0191; .0192; .0193; .0200; .0205; .0210; .0215;
.0220; .0250; .0255; .0260; .0265; .0275; .0290; .0300; .0445;
.0450; .0615; .0620; .0900; .0950; .0960; .0990; .1000; .1005;
.1090; .1100; .1190; .1200; .1290; .1400; .1405; .1410; .1415;
.1420; .1425; .1490; .1600; .1605; .1610; .1690; .2000; .2010;
.2020; .2030; .2090; .3000; .3005; .3090; .3500; .3590; .4000;
.4005; .4010; .4015; .4020; .4025; .4030; .4035; .4040; .4090;
.4100; .4105; .4110; .4115; .4120; .4125; .4130; .4135; .4140;
.4145; .4150; .4155; .4160; .4165; .4170; .4175; .4190; .4200;
.4205; .4210; .4215; .4290; .4300; .4305; .4310; .4315; .4320;
.4325; .4330; .4335; .4340; .4345; .4350; .4355; .4360; .4365;
.4370; .4375; .4390; .4400; .4405; .44 15; .4420; .4425; .4430;
.4435; .4440; .4445; .4450; .4455; .4460; .4490; .4500; .4505;
.45 10;.4515; .4520: .4525; .4530; .4535; .4540; .4545; .4550;
.4590; .4600; .4605; .4610; .4615; .4620; .4625; .4630; .4635;
.4640; .4690; .5000; .5005; .5010; .5015; .5020; .5025; .5030;
.5035; .5040; .5090; .5100; .5190; .5200; .5205; .5210; .5215;
.5220; .5225; .5230; .5235; .5240; .5245; .5290; .5300; .5305;
.5310; .5315; .5390; .5400; .5405; .5410; .5415; .5490; .5500;
.5505; .55 10; .55 15; .5520; .5590; 4660.0090; .3900; .7800;
.8000; .8310;4665.0900(proposed)
4655.0 100, s.4,8,I0; .7500; .8000; .9070; .9300; .9320; .93 12;
.9322; .9323; .9324; .9325; .9326; .9327; .9328; .9329; .9330;
.933 I; .9332; .9333; .9337; .9335; .9336; .9337; .9338; .9339;
.9341; 4660.1300; .1400; .1410; .1420; .1430; .1440; .1450;
.1460; .1470; .1480; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .1900; .2000;
.2100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2610; .2620; .2630;
.2640; .2700; .2800; .2900; .3000; .3100; .3200; .3300; .5700;
.5800; .5810; .7600; .7010; .8300; .8380; .7410; .8500; .7510;
.8520; .8530; .8540; .8550; .8560; .8700; .9910; .9920; .9930
(proposed repealer)
4655.1070; .1072; .1076; .1078; .1080; .1082; .1084; .1086; .1088;
.1090:1092; .1094; .1096; .1098 (adopted)
4666.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080;
.0090; .0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0900;.l000;.1100; .1200; .1300; .1400 (proposed)
4666.0010-. 1400 (adopted)
4670.1320; 4210; .4220; .4230; .4240 (proposed)
4670.1320; .4210; .4220; .4230; .4240 (adopted)
4688.0005; .0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070;
.0080; .0090; .0100; .0110; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150;
.0160 (proposed)
4690.4600; .5900; .7200 (proposed)
4690.4600; .5900; .7200 (adopted)
4690.4600;s.4e;.5900,s.4e;.7200,s.4e(proposed repealer)
4730.5000; .5050; .5 100; .5200; .5300; .5400; .5500 (proposed)
4730.5000; .5050; .5 100; .5200; .5300; .5400; .5500 (adopted)
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2055
2572
439
2284
1226
2214
1226
2214
1354
2214
1354
2214
1229
2214
1229
2214
1435
2214
303

Housing Finance Agency
4900.0010 (adopted)
41
4900.1315, s.7,I0; .1345, s.1(proposed repealer)
1234
4900.1315, s.7,l0; .1345, s.1(repealed)
2252* (No.4204-15-96)
4900.1331; .1345; .1375 (proposed)
1234
4900.1331; .1345 (adopted)
2252* (No.4204-15-96)
1881

1881
340

1330
2625
2092
2592

1142
821
1482
821
1675
2777

Higher Education Services Office (Higher Education Coordinating Board)
4830.0100 (proposed)
1439
4830.0100 (adopted)
2284
4830.0100, s.l2 (proposed repealer)
1439
4830.0100, s.12 (repealed)
2284
1439
4830.0110 (proposed)
4830.0110 (adopted)
2284
4830.0300; .0400; .0600; .0700 (proposed)
1439
2284
4830.0300; .0400; .0600; .0700 (adopted)

(CITE 20 S.R. 2735)

4830.2200; .2300; .2500; .2600 (proposed)
4830.2300 (adopted)
4830.7200; .7400; .7500; .7720; .7800; .7900 (proposed)
4830.7200; .7400; .7500; .7720; .7800; .7900 (adopted)
4830.9015; .9020; .9030 (proposed)
4830.9015; .9020; .9030 (adopted)
4830.9015, s.9; .9025 (proposed repealer)
4830.9015, s.9; .9025 (repealed)
4840.0 100; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0900; .1100 (proposed)
4840.0 100; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0900; .1100 (adopted)
4840.0500, s.3.8; .0800; .1000 (proposed repealer)
4840.0500, s.3.8; .0800; .1000 (adopted)
4850.0011, s.3,7,16a (proposed repealer)
4850.0011, s.3,7,16a (repealed)
4850.0011:0012; .0014:0015; .0016; .0017:0018 (proposed)
4850.0011; .0012:0014:0015; .0016:0017; .0018 (adopted)
4880.1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; 1900; .2000; .2100; .2200;
.2300; .2400 (proposed)
4880.1500; .1600:1700; .1800:1900; .2000; .2100:2200;
.2300; .2400 (adopted)
4890.0500 (adopted)

Labor and Industry Department
5200.1010; .1020; .1030; .1035; .1040; .1050; .1060; .1080;
.I100(proposed)
1148
5200.1020, s.3; .1030, s.3; .1050, 3b (proposed repealer)
1148
5202.0010 (adopted)
2122
5205.0010 (adopted)
197
5205.00 10 (proposed)
426
5205.00 10 (adopted)
1040
5205.0010 (proposed)
1242
5205.0010 (proposed)
2620
5205.1500 (proposed)
376
5205.1500 (adopted)
1994
5210.0005; .0020; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080; .0090; .0100;
.0210; .0300; .0310; .0320; .0330; .0340; .0410; .0420; .0450;
.0460; .0470; .0480; .0490; .0500; .05 10; .0520; .0530; .0533;
.0536; .0539; .0542; .0548; .0551; .0554; .0557; .0561; .0564;
.0567; .0570; .0573; .0576; .0579; .0589; .0595; .0596; .0597;
.065; .0800; .08 10; .0820; .0830; .0835; .0850; .0860; .0870
(proposed)
970
5210.0005; .0020; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080; .0090;
.0100; .0210; .0300; .0310; .0320; .0330; .0340; .0410;
.0420; .0450; .0460; .0470; .0480; .0490; .0500; .05 10;
.0520; .0530; .0533; .0536; .0539; .0542; .0548; .0551;
.0554; .0557; .0561; .0564; .0567; .0570; .0573; .0576;
.0579; .0583; .0589; .0595; .0596; .0597; .0650; .0800;
.0810; .0820; .0830; .0835; .0850; .0860; .0870; (adopted)
2428
5210.0010; .0030; .0100, s.4; .0200; .0220; .0230; .0240; .0250;
.0260; .0270; .0280; .0290; .03 10, s.3,4; .0340, s.1; .0400; .0430;
.0440; .0470, s.3,4,6; .0540; .0550; .0560; .0820, s.2,3,5,6; .0830,
s.2,4,5; .0840 (proposed repealer)
970
5210.00 10; .0030; .0100 s.4; .0200; .0220; .0230; .0240;
.0250; .0260; .0270; .0280; .0290; .0310s. 3,4; .0340s. 1;
.0400; .0430; .0440; .0470 s. 3,4,6; .0540; .0550; .0560;
.0820 s.2,3,5,6; .0830s. 2,4,5; .0840 (repealed)
2428
5215.0100; .0200; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0900; .1000; .1100;
.1400; .1500; .1600; .2100; .5000; .5050; .5200; .5210; .5350;
.5500; .5600; .5700; .5800; .5900; .6100 (proposed)
986
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5215.0100; .0200; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0900; .1000; .1100;
.1400; .1500; .1600; .2100; .5000; .5050; .5200; .5210;
.5350; .5500; .5600; .5700; .5800; .5900; .6100 (adopted)
5215.0200. s.3,4.7,14; .0700, s.5,6,7; .071 I; .0721; .0730;
.0800; .1200; .1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .201 I; .2200;
.2300; .2400; .2500; .2560; .4900; .5000. .5; .5200, s.3;
.5250; .5300; .5400; .6000 (proposed repealer)
5215.0200s. 3,4,7,14; .0700s. 5,6.7; .0711; .072!; .0730;
.0800; .1200; .1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .20l1; .2200;
.2300; .2400; .2500; .2650; .4900; .5000 s. 5;.5200 s. 3;
.5240; .5300; .5400; .6000 (repealed)
5221.0405; .4030; .4033; .4040; .4050; .4051; .4060
(adopted exempt)
5221.4030, s.2; .4033, s.2; .4040, s.2; .4050, s.2; .4060, s.2
(repealed)
5221.4040 (adopted)
5221 .4050 (adopted)
5225.1110; .1140; .1180; .2700; .3100(proposed)
5229.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0350; .0400; .0410; .0420; .0500; .0600;
.0700 (proposed)
5229.0100; .0200; .0300; .0350; .0400; .0410; .0420; .0500;
.0600; .0700 (adopted)
Mediation Services Bureau
5530.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1200
(proposed)

2428

986

2428
530
530
1163
858
268
1236
2286

2210
Medical Practices Board
5600.0605; .0610; .0300; .2500 (proposed)
1160
5600.0605;. .06 10; 5601.0300; 5600.2500 (adopted)
2376
Natural Resources Department
6105.0330 (adopted)
1196
6110.1200 (adopted)
759
6120.5900 (proposed)
1738
6120.5900 (adopted)
2287
6122.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400 (proposed)
1740
6134.0200; .0300; .0400 (proposed)
1746
6134.0200; .0300; .0400 (adopted)
.
2782
6134.0200, s.5 (proposed repealer)
1746
6134.0200 s.5 (repealed)
2782
6210.0 100; 6230.0400; .1400; 6232.0100; .0300; .0400; .0600;
.1100; .1500; .2200; .3000; .3100; .3200; .3700; .4100;
6234.1900; .2000;. .2200; .2600; .2800; 6236.0100; .0300;
.0500; .0600; .0700; .0810; .1000; .1100; 6240.1000; .1100;
.1150; .1850; .1900; 6250.0101; 6252.; 6258.0300; .0400;
.0500; 6260.1800; .2000; 6262.0100; .0200; .0500; 6266.0100;
.0300; .0400; .0500; .0600 (proposed)
1447
6210.0 100; 6230.0400; .1400; 6232.0100; .0300; .0400; .0600;
.1100; .1500; .2200; .3000; .3100; .3200; .3700; .4100;
6234.1900; .2000; .2200; .2600; .2800; 6236.0100; .0300;
.0500; .0600; .0700; .0810; .1000; .1100; 6240.1000; .1100;
.1150; .1850; .1900; 6250.0101; 6250.0500; 6258.0300;
.0400; .0500; 6260.1800; .2000; 6262.0100; .0200; .0500;
6266.0 100; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600 (adopted)
2287
6212.1600; .1900 (proposed repealer)
1768
6216.0100; .0200; .0250; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600 (proposed)
1764
6216.0100; .0200; .0250; .0300; .0400; .0500;
.0600 (adopted)
2292* (No. 43 04-22-96)
6230.1400; 6232.0100; .0300; .0600; .0800; .1100; .1200; .1250;
.1600; .1750; .1800; .1950; .2100; .2450; .2500; 6234.1900; .2000;
.2200; .2600 (adopted expedited emergency)
429
6230.0400 (adopted expedited emergency)
321
6232.0100,s.3, .0600, s.3(repealed)
429
6232.0100, s.3; .0400, s.1,3; .0600, s.3; .1700; 6236.0800;
6250.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0900; .1000; .1100; .1200;6258.0700, s.2,3; 6260.2000, s.l
(proposed repealer)
1447

6232.0100. s.3; .0400, s.l,3; .0600, s.3; .1700; 6236.0800;
6250.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700;
.0800; .0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; 6258.0700, s.2,3;
6260.2000, s. I (repealed)
2287
6232.0900 (adopted expedited emergency)
198
6232.3000;.3055(adopted expedited emergency).2255* (No. 42 04-15-96)
6232.3855 (adopted expedited emergency)
2675
6232.3855 (sunsets 12/3 1/96)
2675
6234.1200; .1300 (adopted expedited emergency)
2505
6236.0600; .08 10; .1060; .0650 (adopted expedited emergency)
1303
6236.0600; .1060 (repealed)
1303
6236.0700 s.4,6 (adopted expedited emergency)
2703
6240.0600; .0650 (adopted expedited emergency)
497
6244.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0410; .0420; .0430; .0440;
.0450; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1100; .1110;
.1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .1900;
.2000 (proposed)
1768
6244.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0410; .0420; .0430;
.0440; .0450; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000;
.1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800;
.1900; .2000 (adopted)
2291 * (No. 43 04-22-96)
6262.0400 (adopted exempt)
1288
6262.0500, s.4 (proposed emergency repealer)
1447
6264.0300: .0400 (adopted)
2248
6264.0300 (adopted)
2252* (No. 4204-15-96)
6280.0100; .0250; .0350; .0450; .0600; .0700; .0900; .1000;
.1100; .1200 (proposed)
1780
6280.0100, s.15; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500 (proposed repealer)
1780
Nursing Board
6301.0810; 6305.0500; 6310.3600 (proposed)
1788
6301.0810; 6305.0500; 6310.3600 (adopted)
2429
Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) Board
6700.0900; .1600; .1710 (adopted)
Pharmacy Board
6800.4210; .4230; .4240 (proposed)
6800.4210; .4220; .4230; .4240 (adopted)

828
1275
2592

Podiatric Medicine Board
6900.0200, s.8 (repealed)

168
Pollution Control Agency
7000.0100; .0400; .0500; .0650; .0750; .1300; .1750; .1800;
.2000; .2 100; .5000; .7000; .9100 (proposed)
1475
7000.0100; .0400;.0500;.0650; .0750; .0850; .1300; .1750; .1800;
.2000; .2100; .5000; .7000; .9100 (adopted)
2629
7000.0400, s.2 (proposed repealer)
1475
7000.0400 s. 2 (repealed)
2629
7002.0015; .0025; .0035; .0045; .0055; .0065; .0075; .0085;
7005.0l00;7007.0150; .0300; .0500; .1110; .1115; .1120;
.1125; .1130; .1300;7019.1000; .3000; .3020; .3030; .3040;
.3050; .3060; .3070; .3080; .3090; .3100 (proposed)
1358
7002.0015, s.2,4; .0025, s.2; .0095; 7005.0100, s.lOc,lOd;
7007.0300, s.2; 7019.3010 (proposed repealer)
1358
7005.0100; .7040; .7060; .7080; .7100; .7120; .7140; .7160; .7180;
.7200; .7220; .7240; .7260; .7280; .7300; .7320; 7017.1010;
.2010; .2015; 7019.0100 (proposed)
1375
7005.0100; .7040; .7060; .7080; .7100; .7120; .7140; .7160; .7180;
.7200; .7220; .7240; .7260; .7280; .7300; .7320; 7017.1010;
.2010; .2015; 7019.0100 (adopted)
2253* (No.42 04-15-96)
7005.0100; 7007.0100; .0150; .0200; .0250; .0300; .0350; .0500;
.0800; .1110; .1115; .1120; .1130; .1150; .1200; . 1250; . 1300;
.1400; .1450; .1500; 7009.1000; .1040; 7011.0070; .0080;
.0 150; 7017.2040 (proposed)
270

0
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7005.0100; 7007.0100; .0150; .0200; .0250: .0300; .0350:0500:
.0800; .1110: .1115:1120: .1125: .1130: .1150; .1200: .1250:
.1300; .1400; .1450; .1500:7009.1000:1040; 7011.0070.0080;
.0150: .2040 (adopted)
2316
7005.0100, s. lOd (proposed repealer)
270
7005.0100: s.IOd (repealed)
2316
7005.0100: 7011.7000; .7040; .7060: .7080: .7100; .7120: .7140:
.7160: .7180: .7200: .7220: .7240: .7240; .7260; .7280; .7300;
.7320:7017.lOIO:.2010: .2015;7019.0I00(proposed)
1790
7007.0100:7011.2220:7017.2020:7029.0005; .0010; .0020: .0030;
0040; .0050; .0060: .0070; .0080; .0100: .0105; .0110: .2835;
.2875: .2800 (proposed)
1795
7007.1110: .1130:0900; .0903; .0905; .0911; .0913; .0917;
.0920: .0922 (proposed repealer)
1375
7007.11lO;.1130;7011.0900;.0903;.0905;.0925;.0911;
.09 13: .09 17; .0920; .0922 (adopted)
2254w (No.4204-15-96)
7009.9000 (adopted)
1167
7011.0300; .0305; .0310; .0315; .0320; .0325; .0330; .2215
(proposed repealer)
1795
7011.0915 (proposed repealer)
1375
7011.0925 renumbered to 7011.0909
1375
7011.0925 renumbered as 7011.0909 (adopted)..2253* (No.4204-15-96)
7025.0200; .02 10; .0220; .0230; .0240; .0250; .0260; .0270;
.0280; .0290; .0300; .03 10; .0320; .0330; .0340; .0350; .0360;
.0370; .0380 (proposed)
1384
7035.2836 (proposed)
2282* (No. 43 04-22-96)
7035.2835 (proposed repealer)
2282* (No. 43 04-22-96)
7045.0020; .022 1; .0225; .0230; .0240; .0248; .0255; .0855, s.2;
.0990, s.3a (withdrawn)
237
7045.0020; .0545; .0546 (adopted)
694
7045.0020; .0125; .0135; .0692; .0790; .0795; .0800; .0805; .0810;
.08 15; .0820; .0825; .0835; .0840; .0845; .0855; .0865; .0875;
.0885; .0895; .0990; .1300 (adopted)
695
7045.0065;.0075;.013l;.0135;.0l41;.0528;.0628;.0638;.1350
395
7076.0110; .0130; .0215; .0240 (adopted)
1245
7077.0100; 0105; .0115; .0277; .0278; .0280; .0287;
.02 88; .0290 (proposed)
2245* (No. 42 04-15-96)
7077.0500; .0505; .0510; .0515; .0520; .0525; .0530; .0535; .0540;
.0545; .0550; .0555; .0560; .0600; .0610; .0615; .0620; .0625;
.0640; .0650 (proposed repealer)
2245* (No. 42 04-15-96)
7080.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0060; .0110; .0120; .0125;
.0130; .0150; .0160; .0170; .0175; .0176; .0200; .0210
(withdrawn proposed rules)
83
7080.0010; .0020; .0025; .0030; .0060; .0065; .0110; .0120;
.0125; .0130; .0160; .0170; .0175; .0176; .0300; .0305; .0310;
.0315; .0350; .0700; .0705; .0710; .0715; .0720; .0800; .0805;
.0810; .0815; .0820; .0830; .0850; .0855; .0860; .0900; .0910;
.0920 (proposed)
93
7080.0010; .0020; .0025; .0030; .0065; .0110; .0120; .0125; .0130;
.0150; .0160; .0170; .0175; .0176; .0300; .0305; .0310; .0315;
.0350; .0700; .0705; .0710; .0715; .0720; .0810; .0815; .0820;
.0830; .0850; .0855; .0860; .09 10; .0920; (adopted)
1995
7080.0020, s.l0,22a,29,34,41,50; .0050; .0070; .0080; .0090;
.0110, s.l,2,3,5; .0120, s.2; .0130, s.5; .0180; .0210,s.7,9,10-15
(withdrawn proposed repealer)
93
7080.0020, s. lO,20,22a,24a,29,34,41 .50; .0040; .0050; .0070;
.0080; .0090; .0100; .0110, s.l,2,3,5; .0120, s.2; .0130, s.5;
.0180; .0200; .02 10 (proposed repeater)
93
7080.0020,s.1O,I Ie,20,22a,24a,28b,29,34,41 .50; .0040; .0050;
.0070; .0080; .0090; .0100; .0110, s.1,2,3,5; .0120, s.2; .0130,
s.5; .0 180; .0200; .02 10 (repealed) 1995

Public Safety Department
7403.0100; .0400; .0900; .0950 (proposed)
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2763

7406.0 100: .0300; .0330: .0350: .0360: .0370: .0400; .0450:
.0500; .0700; .0800:0900: .1000; .1100: .1150: .1200; .1300:
.1400; .1500:1600; .1700; .1800: .1900: .2000: .2100: .2200:
.2300; .2400; .2500: .2600 (proposed)
7406.0 100. s.2-4; .0450. Ia; .0500,s.3.4; .0600
(proposed repealer)
7406.0100, s.5 renumbered as 7406.0100, s.l9: 7406.0l00,s.6
renumbered as 7406.0100. s.20
7406.0100; .0300; .0330: .0350; .0360; .0370; .0400: .0450: .0500:
.0800;.0900;.l000; .1100; .1150: .1200; .1300: .1400; .1500:
.1600; .1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400:
.2500; .2600 (adopted)
7406.0100 s.2.3.4; .0450 s. Ia; .0500 s.3.4; .0600 (repealed)
7406.0100 s.5 renumbered as 7406.0100 s. 19; 7406.0100 s.6
renumbered as 7406.0100 s.20 (renumbered)
7410.2400 (proposed)
7410.2400. s.3 (proposed repealer)
7410.2400 (adopted)
7411.0100; .0400; .05 10; .0550; .0610:0800; .0900 (proposed)
7520.0650; .1000; .1 l00(adopted)
7470.l000;.Il00;.1200;.1400;.1500;.1600;.l700(adopted)
Crime Victims Reparations Board
7505.3100; .3200; .3500 (proposed)
7505.3100; .3500 (adopted)

1808
1808
1808

2784
2784
2784
824
824
2122
2558
2592
702
1328
2376

Public Safety Department
7520.0650; .1000 (proposed)

2234

Public Service Department
7601.0100; .1000; .3015; .3030 (adopted)

1928

Lottery
7856.2010; .2020; .3010; .3011; .3020; .4020; .4050; .60 10
(proposed)
Gambling Board
7861.0010; .0040; .0060; .0070; 7862.0010; .0020; .0030
(proposed)
7861.0010; .0040; .0060; .0070; 7862.0010; 7863.0020;
7864.0030 (adopted)
7861.0030 (proposed)
7861 .0030 (adopted)
7861.0030, s.6 (repealed)
7861.0030 s. 6 (repealed)
7861.0070; s.3,4,5.6; 7862.0010, s.5 (proposed repealer)
7861.0070 s.3,4.5,6; 7862.0010 s.5 (repealed)

2528

2156
2624
2150
2625
2150
2625
2156
2624

Racing Commission
7870.0450; .0490; 7871.0070; .0120; .0150; 7872.0100; 7873.0120;
.0125; .0185; .0186; .0192; .0230; 7874.0100; 7877.0120; .0130;
.0170; .0175; 7878.0100; .0110; .0130; 7879.0100; 7883.0100;
.0130; .0140; .0160; 7890.0140; 7892.0120; 7895.0110; .0125
(proposed)
2236
7870.0450; .0490; 7871.0070; 0120; .0150;7872.OlOO;7873.0120; .0125;
.0185; .0186; .0192; .0230; 7874.0100; 7877.0120; .0130; .0170; .0175;
7878.0100; .0110; .0130; 7879.0100:7883.0100; .0130; .0140; .0160;
7890.0140:7892.0120; 7895.0110; .0125 (adopted)
2592
7883.0140. s.21 (proposed repealer)
2236
7883.0140,s.21 (repleaded)
2592

Revenue Department
8100.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400 (proposed)
2399
8100.0100, s.17; .0300, s.7(proposed repealer)
2399
8122.0100; .0150; .0200; .0250; .0300; .0350; .0400; .0450;
.0500; .0550; .0600; .0650 (proposed)
292
8122.0250; .0400; .0550; .0600 (adopted)
1482
8130.4900 (proposed repealer)
1035
8130.4900 (proposed repealer)
2288* (No. 43 04-22-96)
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Secretary of State
8200.0400: .0700: .1400; .1500: .3200: .3300; .3400; .9100;
.9200; .9300. s.l-6; .9910; .9919; .9953; 8210.0700, s4-6;
.1950; .2750: 8240.1000: .2600; 8250.1500 (proposed repealer)
1829
8200.100; .1200; .1700; .2100; .2200; .3800; .5100; .6100;
.6200; .6300; .9300; .9939; 8210.0200; .0700; .3000; 8220.0050;
.0150; .0250; .0850; .1450; .1550; 8230.0250; .2250; .3250;
.4350; 8240.0100; .0200; .1300; .2400; 8250.0370; .1200; .1600;
.l800(proposed)
1829
8200.1100; .1200; .1700; .2100;.2200; .3800; .5100: .6100; .6300;
.9300; .9939; 8210.0200; .0700; .3000; 8220.0050; .0 150; .0250;
.0850; .1450; .1550: 8230.0250; .2250; .3250; .4350; 8240.0100;
.0200; .1300; .2400:8250.0370; .1200; .1600; .1800(adopted)
2787
8200.0400:0700; .1400;.I500;.3200; .3300; .3400; .9100; .9200;
.9300 s.I,2,3,4,5,6; .99 10; .9919; .9953; 8210.0700 s.4.5,6;
8220.1950; .2750; 8240.1000; .2600;8250.1500 (repealed)
2787
Water and Soil Resources Board
8400.0050; .0100:0200:0300; .0600; .0700:0900:1000;
.1100; .1200; .1250; .1300; .1400; .1405; .1460; .1500; .1600;
.1650; .1700; .1750; .1800 (proposed)
906
8400.0100, s. I a,2,5,6,7a,8a, 11,12,13,1 4a, I 9,20,20c,2 1.22;
.0400; .1950; .2000; .2 100; .2200; .2300:2400:2500;
.2600; .2700; .2705; .2800 (proposed repealer)
906
8400.0100; .0600; .0900; .1800 (adopted)
2185
8420.0100; .0102; .0105; .0110; .0112; .0115; .0122; .0200; .0210;
.0220; .0230; .0240; .0250; .0260; .0268; .0290; .0300; .0350;
.0400; .0505; .05 10; .0520; .0530; .0540; .0550; .0610; .0620;
.0650; .0720; .0730; .0740; .0750; .1010; .1040 (adopted exempt) 2629
8420.0110 s.5,13,26,27,47; .0120; .0250 s.2; .0710 (repealed)
2629
Teaching Board
8700.0600 (proposed)
8700.0600 (adopted)

2403
2702

Transportation Department
8810.9400; .9700 (proposed)
905
8810.9400; .9700 (adopted)
2287
8820.0100:0600; .0700:0800; .1000; .1100:1200; .1400;
.1500; .1600; .2 100; .2200; .2300; .2500; .2700; .2800; .2900;
.3 100; .3200; .3300; .3400; .4030; .4050; .4070; .9990; .9920;
.9926; .993 1; .9936; .9946; .9956; .9961; .998 I; .9986; .9995
(proposed)
143
Proposed Renumbering
143
COLUMN A
COLUMN B
8820.0 100. subpart 2, item B
8820.0100, subpart 2. item D
8820.0 100, subpart 17, item A
8820.0100, subpart 17. item D
8820.0100, subpart 18
8820.0100, subpart IS, item B
8820.1500, subpart 10, item A
8820.1500, subpart 8, item A
8820.0100, s.4a,9,15a,19; .1000, s.3; .2900, s.la,2; .3100, s.3,4,7,9;
.99 10; .9925; .9930; .9935; .9940; .9945; .9950; .9955; .9965;
.9970; .9985 (proposed repealer)
143
8820.1500; .9920 (adopted)
1041
Veterans Homes Board
9050.0040; .0050; .0055; .0060; .0070; .0200; .0220; .0230; .0400;
.0520; .0580; .0600; .0750; .0755; .0770; .0800; .0820; .1030;
.1070 (proposed)
747
9050.0040, s.25,40a,88,99; .0060, s.4; .1030, s.2-19
(proposed repealer)
747
Health Department
9050.0040; .1070 (proposed)
1881
Veterans Homes Board (previous Health rule)
9050,0040; .0050; .0055; .0060; .0070; .0200; .0220; .0230; .0400; .0520;
.0580; .0600;.0750;.0755; .0800; .0820; .1030; .1070 (adopted)
2095
9050.0040, s.25,40a,88,99; .0060, s.4; .1030, s.2-19 (repealed)
2095
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9055.0015; .0020; .0080; .0105; .0510; 0520; .0530; .0540;
.0560; .0580 (proposed)
9055.0105. s.4; .0540, s.4 (proposed repealer)
Veterinary Medicine Board
9100.0100; .1000 (adopted)
9100.0400; .0500; .0600 (adopted)

860
340

Office of Environmental Assistance
9205.0400; .04 10; .0420; .0425; .0430; .0432; .0435; .0445;
.0700; .07 10; .0720; .0730; .0740 (proposed)
9205.0400; .0410; .0420; .0425; .0430; .0432; .0435; .0445;
9210.0700; .07 10; .0720; .0730; .0740 (adopted)
9205.0430, s.I,3.4; 9210.0750; .0760 (proposed repealer)
9205.0430, s.1,3.4; 9210.0750; .0760 (repealed)
Human Services Department
9505.0500; .0520; .0521; .0522; .0540; .5005; .5035; .5041;
.5045; .5046; .5075; .5076; .5077; .5078;.5079; .5080; .5082;
.5085; .5 105 (proposed)
9505.0500; .0520; .0521; .0522; .0540; .5005; .5035; .5041;
.5045; .5046; .5075; .5076; .5077; .5078; .5079; .5080;
.5082; 3085; .5105 (adopted)
9505.0500s.4a,l9a,28; .5005, s.18b; .5040; .5050; .5055; .5065;
.5070; .5080, s.2.3; .5090; .5096; .5100 (proposed repealer)
9505.0500,s. 4a,l9a,28; .5005, s. l8b; .5040; .5050; .5055;
.5065; .5070; .5080, s. 2,3; .5090; .5096; .5100 (repealed)
9505.5060 renumbered as 9505.5091
9505.5060 is renumbered as 9505.5091
9506.00 10; .0200; .0400 (adopted)
9515.3000; .3010; .3020; .3030; .3040; .3050;.3060; .3070; .3080;
.3090; .3100; .3110 (proposed)
9515.3000; .3010; .3020; .3030; .3040; .3050; .3060; .3070; .3080;
.3090; .3 100; .3110 (adopted)
9520.0760; .0790; .0800; .08 10 (proposed)
9520.0760; .0790; .0800; .08 10 (adopted)
9530.6610 (proposed)
9530.66 10 (adopted)
9530.6610, s.5 (proposed repealer)
9545.0905; .0915; .0925; .0935; .0945; .0985; .0995; .1025;
.1035;.1045;.1065;.l085;.I105;.1115(adopted)
9550.0010, s. 10,11,13,16,20,2 1; .0040, s.7; .0050,s.4,7
(proposed repealer)
9550.00lOs.l0.l 1,13,16,20,21; .0040 s. 7; .0050s.4,7 (repealed)
9550.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080;
.0090; .0091; .0092; .0093 (proposed)
9550.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080;
.0090; .0091; .0092; .0093 (adopted)
9553.0010; .0020; .0030; .0035; .0036; .0040; .0041; .0050;
.0051; .0060; .0061; .0070; .0075; .0080 (proposed)
9553.0020, s.25, 43,45; .0030, s.3-6; .0040, sl-4; .0070, s.4
(proposed repealer)
9560.0221 (proposed)
9560.0221 (adopted)
9560.0500; .05 10; .0521; .0523; .0525; .0527; .0529; .0532;
.0535; .0542; .0545; .0552; .0560;.0580; .0590; .0603; .0606;
.0609; .06 13; .0615; .0620; .0665; .0670 (proposed)
9560.0520; .0530; .0540; .0550; .0560, s.I; .0570; .06 10;
.0630 (proposed repealer)
9560.0500; .0510; .0521; .0523; .0525; .0527; .0529; .0532;
.0535; .0542; .0545; .0552; .0560; .0580; .0590; .0603; .0606;
.0609; .0613; .0615; .0620; .0665; .0670; (adopted)
9560.0520; .0530; .0540; .0550; .0560, sI; .0570:0610;
.0630 (repealed)
9565.1200 (proposed)
9565.1200 (adopted)
9575.0350; .1500 (proposed)
9575.0350;.1500(adopted)
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1284
1284

1616
2285
1616
2285

1680

2405
1680
2405
1680
2405
495
84
935
1692
2702
2183
2474
2183
526
1263
2427
1263
2427
1694
1694
1725
2777

1727
1727

2778
2778
1262
2248
2027
2592

(CITE 20 S.R. 2738)

